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Section A
This section contains 5 multiple choice questions. For each question, there is a correct
answer in the choices A, B, C and D. Each question is of one Mark.

1. Read the following sentence:

X was elicited by Y.

Which of the following can be the most readable form of this sentence: [01 Mark]

A. X elicited Y. B. Y elicited X.
C. Y has been elicited by X. D. X has been elicited by Y.

2. Before you start writing a research paper, which of the following is not important?: [01 Mark]

A. What is the name of the Editor of the target Journal?
B. What your research goal was?
C. What your most important findings are and how you can demonstrate that they are
true? D. How these findings differ from, and add to, previous knowledge?

3. Which of the following is least readable? [01 Mark]

A. Note that x is equal to y. B. Interestingly, x is equal to y.
C. X is thus equal to Y. D. It is interesting to note that x is equal to y.

4. Consider the following sentence:

The researchers sent their manuscript to the journal.

Which of the following is the indirect object in the above sentence? [01 Mark]

A. manuscript B. their manuscript
C. the journal D. to the journal

5. If velocity is the main focus, which sentence is the most readable? [01 Mark]

A. Particularly interesting for researchers in physics is the new feature, named X, for
calculating velocity.
B. Physics now has a new feature, named X, for calculating velocity.
C. Velocity can now be calculated with a new feature, named X, which is particularly
interesting for physicists.
D. X is a new feature for calculating velocity. It is particularly interesting for physicists.
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Section B

This section contains 4 questions, out of which, you can attempt any two questions.
Each question is of three Marks.

6. Consider the following texts, S1 and S2:

S1: Smart devices may have to manage sensitive information, for example the health
conditions of a patient or data gathered from caregivers on the status of an elderly person.
Clearly, such data must be protected against unauthorized diffusion or from malicious
attacks.
S2: Smart devices may have to manage sensitive information that, often, must be
protected against unauthorized diffusion or from malicious attacks. Some notable examples
of sensitive information are data concerning the health conditions of a patient or data
gathered from caregivers about the status of an elderly person.

Between S1 and S2, which of the text is easier to read and why? [3 Marks]

7. The connecting word and can make the sentence too long. For improved readability,
divide the following italicized text into three sentences:

The aim of this paper is to confirm that how we speak and write generally reflects the
way we think and that this is true not only at a personal but also at a national level, and
to this end two European languages were analyzed, English and Italian, to verify whether
the structure of the language is reflected in the lifestyle of the respective nations. [3 Marks]

8. It is in fact much easier to write using long sentences – that is, it is easier for you, but
not for your reader!. Improve the readability of the following italicized text:

We did several surveys aimed at investigating whether stress increases in proportion to
the number of children a couple has and each survey led to the same result, i.e. that there
is no correlation, thus confirming the hypothesis that stress in the family is generally
connected to factors other than size. [3 Marks]

9. The following italicized text imposes a lot of effort on the reader:

Considering that peach skin is particularly rich in antioxidants (Figs. 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B),
positively reacts to UV-B radiation at the end of post harvest by increasing antioxidant
activity (Fig. 3A), and, differently from flesh, is directly exposed to UV-B radiation
under natural conditions, the study of free radical generation was performed specifically
on this tissue.

Resolves the problem by splitting the sentence. [3 Marks]
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Section C

This section contains two questions with internal choice for each. Each of the question
is of seven Marks.

10. Write a template research paper including the references [1, 2]. The paper should include
all the necessary sections. Each section should not exceed beyond four lines. [07 Marks]

OR

Write a template research paper including the references [3, 4]. The paper should include
all the necessary sections. Each section should not exceed beyond four lines. [07 Marks]

11. A key issue when linking up sentences in a paragraph is to decide how to link one
sentence to the previous one. The following (italicized text) is an extract from the
beginning of a paragraph from a paper on pollution in soil:

(S1) The soil is a major source of pollution. (S2) Millions of chemicals are released into
the environment and end up in the soil. (S3) The impact of most of these chemicals on
human health is still not fully known. (S4) In addition, in the soil there are naturally
occurring amounts of potentially toxic substances whose fate in the terrestrial environment
is still poorly known.

Find out which two of the above sentences from S1-S4 are not in good logical progression
and why? [07 Marks]

OR

When you need to describe the various stages in a procedure, methodology, project and
so on, it helps to use a numbering system. For example, first(ly), second(ly), third(ly),
finally. Read the following italicized text:

Our methodology can be divided into three main parts: first of all the characterization
of demographic changes between 2000 and 2010, in order to obtain a scenario for the
future with regarding to population shifts. The results from this first part were used as
inputs to obtain maps for 2010 to 2015. The resulting maps and input maps regarding
climatic and political characteristics were inserted into our model in order to predict
future patterns.

The colon in the first sentence gives the reader the impression that the author is going
to mention all three stages together within the same sentence. The second two stages
are not clearly marked.
Revise the text by providing the three stages in three separate sentences, which begin
with a number indicator. [07 Marks]
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